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Summary of Research Results: 
 

 
A half hour of correspondence time was applied submitting requests to the English General 
Registration Office to obtain copies of original birth and marriage records on our subject John Harold 
Maccabe. As outlined in the initial consultation report submitted to client on 1-11-2019 it was believed 
that John Harold Maccabe was married circa 1900 in England to Margaret Collier. It was further 
thought that John H. Maccabe had a son named Harold Maccabe born during 1904 in Blackpool, 
Lancashire, England that he had with Margaret Collier. A specific date and place of birth was not 
known for John Harold Maccabe but from secondary evidence submitted it is highly likely he was born 
circa 1879-1884.   
 

The English G.R.O. responded to our requests but was unable to find a marriage record for John 
Macabbe or Mccabe born circa 1900. The agency searched their indexes for the years 1899-1901 but 
was unable to find a record or close match. Since no record was found the English G.R.O. refunded 
the fees collected and those fees will be returned to client. Client reported to genealogist after the 
initial consultation report was submitted on 1-11-2019 that a researcher shared a copy of an original 
marriage record for the couple. It is advised for a copy of that original record to be submitted to 
genealogist for analysis. It is not clear why the English G.R.O. was unable to find a record or close 
match. 
 

In addition, the English G.R.O. was unable to find a birth record or close birth record match for John 
Harold Maccabe or Mccabe born circa 1879 in Manchester. The English G.R.O. allows up to three years 
to be searched per request. An internal search of their indexes from 1878 to 1880 was completed but 
did not result in a positive or close record match.  The English G.R.O. refunded the fees collected and 
those fees will be returned to client. It is advised for client to connect with genealogist to discuss 
research strategies moving forward before any further time from the gift certificate is applied. Before 
the requests were submitted to the English G.R.O. genealogist did a search of English birth indexes 
and identified two possible entries that may be related to siblings of John H. Maccabe based upon 
their surnames at birth as well as the maiden names of their mothers.  
 

Every document that was obtained was analyzed and a summary of your research results can be 
found below. Images of all the records can be download from your Customer Dashboard at 
www.capitalgenealogy.com/barbara-maccabe.  
 
 
 

Itemized List of Research Results 
 

 
• MACCABE - Birth Index Entries for Possible Siblnigs of John H. Maccabe[Mccabe] 
• MACCABE - Negative Result from English G.R.O. - Birth of John McCabe[Maccabe] 
• MACCABE - Negative Result from English G.R.O. - Marriage of John McCabe[Maccabe] and 

Margaret Collier 
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